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7.0 OBJECTIVES
After reading this uni , you should be able to:
0
define what a cen a! bank is
identify the main differences between a central bank and a commercial bank
list the various functions performed by a central bank
explain the effectiveness of variqus instruments of credit control used by a central bank.

b

7.1 INTRODUCTION
A ckntral bank is the apex institution of a country's monetary and financial system. It plays a
leading role in organising, running, supervising and regulating the activities of commercial
banks and other financial institutions in the country. The design and conduct of monetary
and credit policies are its special responsibilities. Hence, the central bank plays a very
important role in the balanced development of a modem economy.
In this unit, you will study the meaning and functions of a central bank, the difference
between a central bank and commercial banks, and various credit control measures used by
a central bank and their effectiveness.

7.2

WHAT IS A CENTRAL BANK?

-

All developed and most of developing countries have a central bank. However, in most
countries the central bank is a 20th century financial institution. The Bank of E m d , the
oldest central bank in the world, was set up in 1694 as a joint stock company by- an Act of
Parliament. The Federal Reserve Bank in USA was established in 1913. In India, the
Reserve Bank of India was set up on April I, 1935 under the Reserve Bank of India Act,
1934.
The central bank occupies a pivotal position in the monetary and banking structnreof every
country. It is the highest monetary institution and a leader of the financial system of the
'country. However, it is not easy to give any precise and accurate definition of central bank.
The d&~nitionof a central bank is largely derived from its functions. As functions of central
banks vary between countries and over time, so does the definition of a central bank.
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Different economists have defined'central bank differently. In the opinion 'of W.A. Shah,
'Centt-aIBank is that bank which controls credit' whereas Hawtrey holds the view that 'the
central bank is the lender of the last resort'. In the statutes of the Bank for International
Settlements, a central bank has been defined as 'the bank in'any country to which has been
entrusted the duty of regulating the volume of currency and credit in the country.'
According to Kisch and Elkin a central bank is 'that bank the essential duty of which is

~minterl~nce
of st~rbdlilyof'rnonet~tystandard,' R.P. Kent ha. defined it as an 'institutioa
charged with the? responsibilig ojmaimging the eqmnsion and conaraciic~lof the vslme of
miley in IIhe ipzrcrest ofthe general pablic iveifar.e.'
It is evident fi-on1d l these definiaiorrs that variods economists have defined cenml b a n g
by laying emphasis on its aiffmnt f m c t i ~ n like
s control of credit, lender of the last resort,
note issue, repladon of cmency and credit, and stability d the value of momy in the
hteres; of general public wekfait?.Haweyer, we may ~ a ~ c l ~that
l d ecentral barsk is that
EgLest financial instlhtloaa ofa aarnti-y whose madin hmctioa Is to regulate,
mrdinaee, integrate and guide the momehry and banking strnctarre $0 as to r d k
certain dmired go& af tg3ti011iaIsad ypuh8ic weglfare.
The banking system can work efliciently only if tiaerc is an institution at the top to direct and
coordinate its activities. Failing thk, the banking sysern wou%dbe nothing but a collection
of unconnected units, each follswi~gan independent plicy. often contradictory to each
other. At present here is hardly any country in tlne wodd which has not set up a central bank
of its own. The govenlment seeks to influence tlle working and policies d the central bank
directly by active pa3icipation in the forn~ulationof broad palicy framework within which
the bank hzs to function. The government can also influence indirectly through appointment
of diectors, qovemor md other big'r l oficials of the bank.

Distinction between a Central Bank'nndCommercial Banks
It will, however, be useful to identify rhe area of activities of a central bank and to
distinguish the functioniilg and objectives of a central bank froin the commercial banks. .
Some of the points of difference are as follows:
1) Where the commercial banks mainly d m to earn maximum pr~fitfor its shareholders,
e
interest of tl~enation and not
the prime objective of a central bank is d ~ economic
profit maximisati~n.The central bank aims at controling the banking system and
support economic p l i c y of the government.
2) The central bank is generally an organ of the governlent. Its actions are, therefore,
closely coordinated with those d the other departments of the government, particularly
witl~the departments of finance, industry and foreign trade. However, unless
nationdised, the commercial banks are joint stock banks which are privately owned and
privately managed.

3) An in~portantrequisite uf a red central bank is that it should not perform such banking
bansactions which are meant to be performed by commercial banks e.g., accepting
deposits from general public mid accommodating regular commercial customers with
discounts and ahm~ces.Except under such circumstances when it becomes absolytely
necessary to have. direct dealing with the general public, the central bank,deals with the
public only indirectly through the commercial banks and money market.

4) The central bank enjoys the monopoly power of issuing currency notes and regulating
' the working of the commercial banking system of the coontry. No such powers are
vested in coqmercial banks; rather they operate under the supervision and within the
policy fmn'mvork of the central bank.

.

5) Generally there are a number Qf comrnercial banks, but only one central bank in a
country, the USA being an exception where there is n group of 12 Federal Reserve
Banks functioning as central banks.

Check Your Progress A
1) Indicate whether the following statements are T N or
~ Mse.
i) A cornrnercial bank is the apex banking institution.
ii) Bank of England was set up in 1894.
\
iii) Central bank is normally entrusted with the duty of regulating the volume\of
currency and credit in the country.
iv) Prime objective of a central. bank is profit maximisation.
v) Central bank has the monopoly of note issue.
.

2) Fill in the blpnks:
i) Generally there are a nunlber of .......... banks, but only one .......... bank in the
country.
,
'

..........

ii)
bank aims to control banking system.
iii) The design and conduct of monetary and credit policies are specid responsibilities
of ..........bank.

7.3 FUNCTIONS OF A CENTRAL BANK
There is no pnanimity about the powers and range of functions of a central bank. These have
undergone a change over time and have differed between countries. However, we can
broadly classify the functions of a central bank into two broad categories:
1) Traditional Functions
2) Promotional Functions

'7.3.1 Traditional Functions
According to De Kock, a central bank should essentially perfom the following seven
functions which are now considered to he the traditional functions of a central bank.

1) Monopoly of Note Issue: The most important function of a modern central bank is that
it erijoys exclusive right to issue currency notes. This function is so important that until
the beginning of 20th century the central bank was known as the bank of issue. In the
early days of banking, even commercial banks had the right to issue notes. But later on
this practice was done away, and the power of issuing currency notes is entrusted to the
central bank for the following reasons:
i) It brings about uniformity in note issue, which is so important for the dcvelopmeilt
of trade and industry.
ii) It ensures reasonable supply of money in the economy and avoids any possibility of
over-issue by individual banks.
iii) It tends to render its control over the unwarranted credit expansion by the
commercial banks.
iv) It ensures better elasticity in note issue. It is because there may be careless
expansion of money supply by commercial banks. Even the government may be
tempted to increase its revenue by over-issue of currency notes which may lead to
inflation in the economy.

-.

Hence, for the sake of uniformity, safety and elasticity, it is necessary that central bank
should enjoy the monopoly of note-issue.
2) Banker, Agent and Financial Adviser to the State: 'The central bank functions as the
custodian of govemment funds. As a banker of the govemment, the central bank accepts
deposits on behalf of the goveinment, and maintains banking accounts of both the
government depar&nlentsand government enterprises. It advances short-term loans to
the government in anticipatiou of collection of taxes or raising of loans froin the public.
It also makes extraordinary advances during depression, war or any other national
emergencies. As an agent of the government, it conducts transactions on behalf of the
government involving the purchases or sales of foreign currencies, management of
national debt, and also sale and purchase of government securities in the open nlarket.
In the role of financial adviser, central bank gives much sought-after advice to the
government on important matters relating to economic policy. The M I , for insrance,
has been advising the government of India on various economic policy matters like the
stability of prices, funding of national debt, amount of deficit financing, etc., during the
last two decades.

3) Bankers' Bank: The central bank functions as a banker to commercial banks. All
commercial banks are required to keep certain percentage of their cash reserves with the
central bank, by custom or by law. In fact, such an arrangement is useful for the
banking system for a variety of reasons. Firstly, it enables the central bank to provide
additional funds to such member banks which are in temporary financial difficulty.
Secondly, it forms the basis for highly liquid and more elastic credit structure. Thirdly,
it helps central banks to have an effective control over the credit creation by conlmercial
banks. Fourthly, it ensures high degree of public confidence in the banking system and
accords prestige to the currency notes issued by the central bank. Lastly, it helps in
optimum utilisation of funds during periods of seasonal strain and in financial crises or
general emergencies.

4) C u d d m 09 WBd and Foreign Cnrrency Reserves: Today, most of the centrdl banks
au over Fhe world function as the custodians of nation's gold and foreign exchange
reserves. Even before World War 11, the central banks were required to keep gold and
foreign exchange pesemes for issuing paper cumncy which used to be convertible in
falose days.
right of central bank enables it to exercise a reasonable control over
key f m i g n currency, reserves which is very vital to maintain the country's international
liquidity psition at a safe margin. Besides, it also helps the central Rank to stabilise the
external vdue of home currency against foreign currencies. The central bank may buy
its home cumncy in the foreign exchange market when its value is declining, and vice
verso. The possession of gold and foreign exchange reserves also gives tremendous
strength to a country in international financial dealings as gold is an internationally
accepted medium of payment.

5 ) c~ntrcsllerof Credit: Controlling the credit operations of commercial banks has
become probably the most important function of central bank in modem times. This is
due to the fact that credit has b e c ~ m eeven more important than money, though money
is the basis of entire credit system. Underlining the significance of control of credit by
the central bank, M.W. De Kwk has stated that it is tbirough this function that all other
functions of the central bunk are united and made to serve a conimon purpose.
W.A. $haw considers control of credit to be th~primaryfunction of u central bank as
expansion or contraction of credit result in inflationary or deflationary conditions in
the economi,y. These'unwarranted fluctuations in the volume of credit create wide
fluctuations in h e purchasilig power of money and thereby cause great social and
economic upheavals. It is, thus, ot great ianportance that there should be some authority
to control <andregulate the credit creation activity oC cotnmercial banks.

6) Bank of Central Clearance, Settlements and Transfer: The clearing function is nowa-days rcgarded as i necessary function of a central bank. As the central bank keeps
cash balances of all commercial banks, it is quite easy for member banks to adjust their
claims against each other in the books of central bank. This function of clearance,
settlements, transfer of mtrtual clsims was first evolved by Bank of England in 1854
which in course of time became an accepted normal function of a central bank ill1 over
the world. Since com~nercialbanks keep their surplus funds as deposits with the central
bank, it is far easier lo effect clearance and settlement of claims between them by
making transfer entries in their books of accounts maintained with the central bmk. If
each bank were to enter into separate clearance and settlement transaction with other
banks individually, it becolnes difficult and laborious. Moreover, such an arrangement
ccono~nisesthe use of money and the convenience that is experienced in the individual
system of clearance m d settlement.

7) Lender of the East Resort: Being the apex bank of the economy, central bank has to
function as the lender of the last resort. This implies that the central bank assumes the
responsibility of meeting directly or indirectly all reasonable demands of commercial
banks for funds in times of difficulty anti financial crisis. The importance of central
bank's function as the lender of the last resort was stressed by Walter Bagehot in 1873
in his book 'Lombard Street' wherein he drew the attention of the Bank of England to
accommodate any eligible borrower in times of crisis. In the absence of this facility, the
commercial banks will have to carry substantial cash reserves with them to meet such
emergencies.

7.3.2

Promotional Functions

Apart from the traditional functions discussed above, the central bank also performs a
number of developmental and promotional functions. The scope-of central bank's functions
has widened during the Post-Second World War era and specially in the less developed
countries where fast economic development has acquired urgency and high priority. Hence,
in a developing economy like ours, the central bank assumes the responsibility of
maintaining economic stability and assisting growth process in the following manner:
1) It helps to create and develop specialised institutions of agricultural finance in the

country. In India, the RBI has helped in the creation of cooperative societies and
agricultural cooperative banks by subscribing to their share capital so that fanners get
timely financial help at reasonable rates of interest.
2) In order to ensure adequate supply of funds to industries, the central banks of some of

the &veiophg countries have actively participated in setting up spciali.sed insdlutions
of indusaid finance. Besides, it has also ensured that thelsmd md tiny indesbries and
the exporters are able to secure suff~cientcredit fnciiieies at a relatively low rates of
illteest.

3) In addition to sapervision and regulation of baking institutions, the central banks in
developing countries have undertaken hie responsibility of expansion of banking
facilities,spsially in PUfilt and semi-urban arW which is so vital for balanced region&
growth of the economy.

4) Promotion of well-orgarnised and well integrated institutions and agencies of money
market md capitall market Ir;ls become an important Suncdon ef central bask in a
developing economy. Thus, fie central bank tries to remove bsdbtienal gaps in the
money market and capid market which hinder the process of wanomic growth.

5) Above dl, the central b6a& u n d e d e s ,thefunction of collection, ccmpilation and
publication of statistical data relating to the banking and financial sectors crf the
econorriy to highlight trends in the money naarket and capital market. This helps the
state to take suitalbie economic decisions to tackle specific situatiomJ%e controlling
orices of essential goods, Mack money, c k .
@he&Your Brqress B
1) Whaz are the seven traditional functions of a central bank?

2) State whether the following statements are True or False.
i) The power of issuing currency notes lies only with the central bank of the country.
ii) Central bank is the department of government.
iii) All functions of a central bank are united through the function of credit canml.
iv) Cenn-al bank also has the promotional role of expanding banking in r u d and semi- urban %as.

7.4

ROLE OF A CENTRAL BANK AS A CONTROLLER
OF EBIONEY SUPPLY AND CREDIT

Central bank of a countPy tqkes care of the money supply and bCmkcredit in an economy.
While doing SO, it tries to ensure that the total s~pplyof money arnd bank credit, at any point
of time, is in the. best intexst of the economy. In planned economies central barrks have to
develop such monetary policies which coordinate well with the overall plan framework and
ygets. Emergenh of the system of managed paper currency in present day economies puts
added responsibility on central banks of using restraint while issuing additional gurrency.
The role of central bank in managing money supply and credit in the economy assumes
farther importance when the economies suffer from strong inflationary tendencies. In fact,
the central bank often aies to recdncae several competing goals. For example, f q the
smooth functioning of economic activities and their expansion, it is necessary that there?$
gowth in money supply and ckdit. But at the same time such growth must not lead to
Madonary andencies in the economy. Further, the monetary policies followed by the,
'
Central bank are to be formulated in such a way that they help in accelerating economic
growth without a d v m l y affe@&.g distributive justice.

For achieving its diverse gods, a central bank may use various instruments to control money
supply and credit. You will know about them later in h i s unit.

There are sevetal measures which a central bank may adopt to control the volume of money
1
.
!

supply and credit in the economy. Broadly, these methodsmn be divided;into two
categories:

Central Banking

1) The quantitative methods or general instruments of credit control.
2) The qualitative methods, also known as selective credit controls.

While the quantitative conuols relate to control of volume and cost of bank,credit in general
without regard to the field of economic activity in which credit will be used, the selective
controls (qualitative methods) aim at affecting both the volume and cost of credit as well as
the purpose for which credit is being offered by commercial banks.

7.5.1

Quantitative Methods

Under this category, there are four distinctive methods: 1) bank rate policy, 2) open market
operations, 3) variable legal cash reserve ratio, and 4) secondary reserve requirements.

Bank Rate Policy
Bank rate refers to the rate of interest at which central bank rediscounts the eligible
securities of member banks when they approach the central bank for accommodation so as
to augment their liquid funds. They need these funds to expand credit facilities to their
clients, specially during busy season. That is why bank rate is also called as rediscount
rate. The bank rate policy is based on the following assumptions:
1) The lending rates of commercial banks are closely related to the bank rate. The
businessmen will borrow and invest less when banks increase their lending rates due to
increase in bank rate.
2) Thc banks keep only the minimum cash reserves with them and, hence, they have to
approach the central bank for their additional cash requirements as and when need
arises.
3) The banks possess eligible securities in sufficient quantities.
4) Prices, employment, wages and production are all flexible such that they will expand or
contract according to changes in borrowing and investments of industlaialand busitless
houses.

1
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Working of the Bank Rate Policy: The central bank controls the volume of credit
indirectly by causing appropriate changes in the bank rate and thereby influence the lending
rates of interest of the colnmercial banks. When therc is inflationary condition in the
economy, it reflects a state of excessive credit creation. To control inflation, the central
bank, therefore, raises the bank rate. Increase in bank rate results in an increase in the
lending rates of commercial banks. A hike in cost of bank loans will dissuade borrowers to
seek more loans which will put a check on excessive credit creation by corn~nercialbanks.
On the other hand, businessmen may liquidate some of their slock of goods to repay their
loans. This will augment supply of goods in the market and help to check the rising trend of
prices. When confronted by a deflationary situation, the central bank reduces the bank rate
and thereby make borrowing cheaper so as to stimulate investments. However, the bank rate
policy has lost much of its importance in recent years. The bank rate policy rrlay become
less effective when:
1) Commercial banks may have enough cash reserves and hence there is no need for them
to approach central bank for additional cash.
2) It is possible that bank can raise funds from other sources and do not feel the qecessity
to approach central bank for accommodation.
3) Commercial banks may not have enough approved first class bills and securities to get
them rediscounted by the central bank.
4) In less developed countries where a large unorganised sector exists, lending rates of
interest may not rise with increase in bank rate.
5 ) When profitability of investments is very high due to inflationary conditions in the
economy, a bank rate hike will increase only cost of borrowing and may not affect
demand for funds'for investments. For example, in India, there has been a continuous
rise in demand for bank credit id spite of rise in rates of interest.
Bank rate policy is considered to be an indirect method to control credit and for its success it
is 'necessary that either the assumptions, on which it is based hold good or it should be used
along with some other tools of credit control like open market operations.

L
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Open Market Operations
Open market operations imply direct and deliberate buying and selling of &urUia
and bills in the m y market by the central bank to control tbe volume of credit.

/

W i n g Theory and Prwtica

Woruaag sf the Opean Market Operatian$:When there are inflat!~naryconditions in &
economy, the central bank sells securities in the open market. nlis r d ~ m the
s cash wemes
of banks directly to the extent that they buy hesc securities. Besides, this also reduces t ] ~
mount of customers' deposits with commercial b ~ k 20s the extent that f ~f S~ cuskxners
L
acquire the securities sold by the c e r ~ ~bank.
a l Bence the sale of securities in the OWPI
market by the central bank redr~cesthc credit creating 'base of the. colnmzrcial &u&s and
thus lead to contraction of credit and reducti~lin supply of money in circuhtioo. This helps
in controllhg the rising derrrand for goods mil services, thereby cozltrolling rising trend
their prices. Convewly, the central bank purchases securities to augment cash msemes of
commercial banks to increase volume of credit to combat deflation.

-

m i s method of credit control is considered to be be~qerbrto bank rate policy as it affects
credit-creating capacity of banks directly by reducing their cash resewes. However, even
this method has certain limitatims which make this tw1, at h e s , less effective. They are:
1) Open market operations succeed only when there is a 'omad, strong and active securities
.
market. Howcver, in less developed countries like India, there may be lack d such a
market which render this policy ineffective.
2) The sale of securities may no: aclversely affect liquidity of connmmcial banks as they
may ~eplenishtlhe resewes by rediscounthg facilities offered by the centpal bank.
3) Open market oprations rnay not prove to be effective in controlling deflation. It is
because even when central bank purnmps more money inlo circulation by purchase of
securities in the open market, it cannot force borrowers to b o m w m d invest more
during deflntion because prices fall and investments result in losses.
In view of these limitations, this weapn is generally used as a supplement to the bank rate
policy. Therefore, both these methais are termed as complen~enhryBG each other for
effective controll of credit.

Variable kcgal Cash Reserve Ratis
The variable cash reserve ratio is a comparatively new n~etl~od
of credit control by czntral
banks. It was adopted for the first time by Federal Reserve System of USA. In countries
where the money market is unorganiscd or un&r&velo@, this method of credit control is
resorted to most frequently.
At present every commercial plank is required, either by law or by custom, to keep a certain
percentage of its total deposit liabilities with the central bank in the form of minimum legal
cash reserves. 'Variation in this reserve ratio is likely to change the extent of liquidity with
the commercial banks and conseque~ltlytheir lending powers. When credit contraction is
desired, the central bank raiscs the cash reserve ratio, and when credit expansion is
required it lowers the ratio. This method is more direct and has immediate effect on the
volume of credit created by cornmerrial banks. Cash creating crtpacity of the bank is
calcuizatea wirk thc help of the f~Ilowingformula:
AD=Cx
where
AD
C

-Ir

;
:Change in

total deposits

= Cash deposits

r = Minimum cash m l v e ratio

For cumpjes, when cash reserve requirement is 10% and the banks have a total of Rs. 1 0
Mere worth of cash deposits, their capacity to grant loans will be ten fold, i.e.,

AD = LOOX

II
= Rs. 1,000 crore.
1o/1oo

Howeyer, this credit creating capacity of banks will come down only to 5 times of Rs. fOO
crore (i.e., Rs. 500 crore) if cash resWve ratio is increased to 20 per cent.

However, in spite of being a powerful tool to control credit, this method suffers from the
following limitations:

I) It cannot be used very frequently as it creates a lot of uncertainty for the commercial
banks.

2) It generates a depressing effect on the security market and thereby hampers the p s s
of economic development by adversely affecting investment.

3) It is discrbdnato~yin nature as it does m o t apply to omin~lrardarie~.
4) It may prove ineffective if the banks &ady have excess reserves,
5) A viariation in mhhunl cesh reserve ratio has to be d y marginal as any large change
in this ratio wdl create a lot of probPems for conmercial banks to make quick
adjapstnnents.

m e cenaal banks are now empowered to fix for comeacid banks not only a rnhbnwn
cash reserve ratio but also a proportion of liquid assets to total aswfs. This further limits
their capacity to create credit. The underlying idea is that commercial banks should not be
given liberty to convert government securities and other liquid assets into business loans and
advances. A higher secondary reserve requirement will mean less loans and advances for
longer periods which prove inflationary. This weapon has k e n used by many countries
including India to tight inflation by curbing the lending capacity of cornmercial banks.
De Kock believes h a t this weapon can be made to play a valuable role in containing
conditions of exceptional inflationary pressures. Nomally, this method sf credit control is
used along with variations in minimum cad! reserve ratio so as to nr&e it rnore effective.
The above discussion of general instruments of credit control bring out three facts. Firstly,
no single method of credit control can prove to be really effective unless it is supplemented
by some other method. Secondly, these methods may prove useful to co11trol inflation but
none of them is really a potent method to control deflation. Lastly, these methods fail to
give favourable treatment to priority segments of the economy whose needs for bank credit
are more urgent and socially desirable.

7.5.2

Qualitative Methods

Qualitative methods of credit control are also termed as selective instruments of credit
control. Selective credit controls are considered to be superior to the general instruments of
credit control as they are directed not only to control total volume of credit but also the
specific uses for which credit is granted. In fact, selective controls draw a distinction
between desirable and essential uses and undesirable and non-essential uses for which credit
is granted. Its object is to diversify the flow of credit from undesirable uses to more
important, desirable and productive uses. Selective controls include the following measures:
1) Variation in Margin Requirements: The practice of margin requirement is adopted by
banks to determine the loan value of a collateral security offered by the borrowers. The
ban value of the security equals the market value of security minus Lhe margin. For
example, the loan vduc of an equity share having market value of Rs. 125, at 20 per
cent margin requirement is Rs. 125 - Rs. 25 = Rs. 100. Hence bank cannot offer loan
more than Rs. 100 against this security.

The cental bank is empowered to fix the margin for various types of collateral securities
and thus influence the maximum limit of the loan. An increase in margin requirement
will reduce the amount of loan wliich can be granted against a security. This will limit
the quantum of credit and help combat inflation. Variation in margin requirement is a
very effective device to regulate credit in speculative spheres without, at the same time,
limiting availabilit+ of credit in other productive and socially desirable fields. Besides,
this method is easy to administer effectively if the central bank can enlist the
cooperation of commercial banks.
Regulation of consumer Credit: This method of credit control was first used in
America during World War 11 to restrict consumer demand for goods which were in
short supply. Regulation of consunler credit has significance in those societies where
there exists a system of large scale consumer credit through instalment-payments and
hire-purchase. This method implies fixation of rninimum amount of down-payment and
the number of instalments in which loan is repayable. The central bank regulates
consumer credit by fixing a maximum limit for the loan which can be granted by
commercial banks to consumers of listed durable goods. For resiaining consumer ,
credit during inflation, the central bank instructs to increase the amount of down
payment and decrease the number of instalments to restrict demand for goads and

thereby control prices. However, in less developed nations where system of hirepurchase is ?ot yet so popular, it has only limited scope in monetay management of the
economy.

3) Rationing of Credit: This method plays a very significant role in diverting financial
resources into the channels fixed by the planning authorities. Rationing of credit is a
method by which the central bank seeks to fix ceiling of loans and advances and
also in certain cases, fm limit for specific categories of loans and advances. In this
way it hies to restrict credit in the non-priority segments so as to divert availability of
credit in the desired sectors of the economy. This method, however, is often not liked
by member banks as it tries to curtail the freedom and initiative of commercial banks.

4) fssue of Directives: In recent years central banks have started issuing directives to
commercial banks to seek their help and cooperation in effective implementation of its
monetary policy. Directives may be in the form of oral or written statements,
appeals and warnings, particularly to curb individual credit structures and
restrain total volume of loans. The success of directives depends on the extent of
willingness of banks to cooperate with the central bank. Though flouting of directives is
not punishable, yet commercial banks cooperate with central bank as the former
depends heavily on the later for its smooth functioning. Directives are usually
supplemented by some other tools of credit control.

5) Mord Suasion: It implies persuasion and request made by the central bank to
carnmercial banks to follow the general monetary policy of the country. In a period
of inflationary pressures, commercial banks may be persuaded to curb loan facilities for
financing speculative and non-essential activities. During deflationary periods banks
may be requested to expand their loans and advances even against inferior securities
which they normally do not accept, This method involves only putting moral pressure
on commercial banks to seek their cooperation as it does not carry any threat or legal
sanction. Hqwever, in India moral suasion has been used successfully and effectively by
the RBI. The Bank of England has also used this method with a fair degree of success in
UK.
/

6) Direct Action: It refers to the penal action which a central bank may take against emng
6ank in any of the following forms:

Central bank may charge penal rate of interest, over and above the bank rate, for
credit demanded by a commercial bank beyond a prescribed limit.
i ) The central bank may refuse rediscounting facilities to those commercial banks
whose credit policy is not in line with its general monetary policy.
iii) The commercial banks whose borrowings are found to be in excess of their capital
and cash reserves may be refused further credit facilities by the central bank.
i)

However, in practice it may not be easier for central bank to initiate action against any
commercial bank as it is not always easy to ascertain non-essential and unproductive
uses of credit. Besides, it is also difficult to ensure that a loan given for productive
purposes has not been diverted to any speculative or non-essential use.
7) Publicity: The central banks in modem times try to bring psychological and moral
pressures on banking system by giving publicity to unljealthy practices in the credit
system and also what should be the right policy of the banks. The central bank regularly
publishes statements of assets and liabilities of banking system, review of credit and
business conditions and trends in the money market to help member banks to know
- what they ought to do.

Limitations of Selective Credit Controls
Selective credit controls also may not prove very effective to control credit and direct it to
desired channels due to the following limitations in the credit system.
1) Success of selective controls is limited as these measures do not affect non-banking
financial institutions.
2) -It may not be possible to ensure that the loans advanced,by the commercial banks are
actually spent for the purposes for which they are granted.
3) In a limited way commercial banks guided by profit motive may grant loans for
forbidden purposes and then make entries in their books of accounts under different
headings to escape any penal action.

Hence we can conclude that success arid effectiveness of monetary policy of central bank to
a great extent depends on the degree of respect if commiind and the willingness of the
commercial banks to extend full cosperationh the realisation of national e c o n o ~ c
objectives.

Check Your Progress C
1) Which of the following is a measure of selective credit control?
' i)
Bank rate policy
ii) Moral suasion
iii) Statutory cash reserve ratio
iv) Open market operations

2) When credit expansion is desired, a central bank should:
i) Buy government securities in the open market
ii) Raise bank rate
iii) Fix higher margin requirements
iv) hlcrease secondary liquidity ratio

'

3) Which of the following is not an objective of credit control:
i) Economic growth
ii) Economic welfare
iii) Stability of prices
iv) Stability of foreign exchange rate
4) Indicate whether the following statements are True or False.
7) Moral suasion has generally proved to be very effective instmment of credit control.
ii) Bank rate policy is the suitable measure to check inflation.
iii) Increase in minimum cash reserve ratio will have immediate effect to curb
expansion of credit and thereby help control inflation.
iv) Open market operations are more effective than bank rate policy as the bank rate
policy operates only 'indirectly'.
v) In underdeveloped economies, it will be proper to rely on any one measure of credit
control for effective monetary management.

5) Fill in the blanks:
i) To expand consumer credit the banks will .......... number of instalments for
repayment of loans.
ii) To check .......... the central bank will resort to 1iberalisation.ofcredit.

7.6 LET US SUM UP
The definition of a central bank is derived from the functions which it is supposed to
perform. A central bank is an apex institution of a country's mo'nct~uyand financial system
which plays a leading role in organising, supervising, regulating and guiding the activitia of
commercial banks and other financial institutions. The central bank is in close touch with
t4e government for effective implementation of the country's economic policy ar~dhelps in
realising rapid economic growth with stability of internal prices and foreign exchange rate to
maintain the economy in good health.

The broad policy framework of the monetary management is devisd by the-government in
,

caultation with the central bank which is to be implemented by the latter. Besides, the
Governor and other high officials of the central bank are also appointed by the government.
The central bank may be distinguished from commercial banks in respect of their objectives
and the area of functioning. The commercial banks act as a link between the public and the
central bank and aim at profit! whereas the central bank's prime objective is national
econdneic welfare. Further, the central bank has the monopoly of note issue, apart from
bhgtfie leader of the entire monetary system.
Traditicmally, a qentd bank performs seven important functions. It acts as bank of note
1
issue and the leader of the last resort. It functions not only as government's banker and
dviser but also as a banker to all the commercial banks. Besides, it acts as custodian of
d o n ' s gold and foreign exchange reserves. Above all, it controls volume of credit in the
WUlWiy. However, in recent years, the central banks of developing counties have taken
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upon the~nsclvesthe responsibililji of helping in Ihc pr'omotion of such sectors as
s t rIbreign
y
trade for riipid economic development.
agriculture, i ~ ~ d ~ ~ar~d
The most challenging task uf a centrthl bank is to control volume of credit in the economy.
The general instrumenis of credit c.:ontrol are employed to control volume of credit where,as
qualitative methods (selective credit controls) are employed to influence the direction of
credit, The central bank, depending upon the circumstances, uses bank riite policy and open
rnarket operations to checlc fluctuations in the level of prices but rnay resort to variation in
rni~iimumcash rescrvc ratio and secondary re!;erve ratio to reillise quick and immediate
effect in controlling prices.
Quu1it:itive ~nethotlsto control credit have gained popularity in recent years. 'Through
variations in margin reqllirernents, ch:lnging number of i~.rstalnlentsfor loan repayments, and
rationing of credit, the central bank aims at diversifying credit in the desired channels. The
directives issued by the cel~tralbank and moral suasion have proved very effective measures
of credit control. Besides, the thrcclt of use of direct i~ctionpr~)hibitscommercial banks to
flout the directives of the central bank.

7.7 KEYWORDS
Monetary Policy: That part ol'cconornic policy \vhicl~regiilates the level of money in the
economy so as to achieve !;olne debired policy objcctivcs like price stability, growth,
equilibrium in b:ilance of payments. rtc.
Securities: Incorne yieldingzpapers traded on sfock cxchangc or in a ~econdarymarket.

4.8 ANSWERS TO CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
A) 1) i) False ii) False iii) 'True iv) False v ) True
2) i) Commercial, central ii) central iii) cerrtral
B) I )

i) Monopoly of note issue, ii) Baukn, agent and financial ;~dviserto the state,
iii) Bankers' bank? iv) Custodian of gold and lilreign exchange rescrles,
V ) Controller of credit,
vi) Bank of central clearance., selllernents and transfer,
vii) Lender of last resort.
2) i ) 'T'nue iij False iii) 'True iv) Truc

C) 1) ii)
2)
3)
4)
5)

i)
ii)
i) True ii) False iii) True iv) l:rnc
i) increase ii) deflation

v ) False

1) What is a central bank? What makes a central bank ditTerent from con~mercialbanks?
2) Discuss the traditional as well as pro~notiorlalfunctions of a centraI bank in a modern
econorny.
3) What do you mean by selective credit controls'? In what way they are superior to
traditiond instruments of credit control'?
4) Differentiate between quantitative and qualitativc methods of credit control and discuss
the effectiveness of quantitative nlelhods to control quantum of credit in an economy.
5) Discuss the working of the bank rate policy ?lid open market operations and show how
the two techniques are complementary to each other.

Note : 'These questions will help you to understand ttie unit better. Try to writc
answers for thern. But do not submit your answers to the university for
assessment. These are for your practice only:

